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Abstract

We consider the task of automatically clas-
sifying the persuasion strategy employed by
an utterance in a dialog. We base our work
on the PERSUASION-FOR-GOOD dataset,
which is composed of conversations between
crowdworkers trying to convince each other
to make donations to a charity. Currently, the
best known performance on this dataset, for
classification of persuader’s strategy, is not de-
rived by employing pretrained language mod-
els like BERT. We observe that a straightfor-
ward fine-tuning of BERT does not provide sig-
nificant performance gain. Nevertheless, non-
uniformly sampling to account for the class
imbalance and a cost function enforcing a hi-
erarchical probabilistic structure on the classes
provides an absolute improvement of 10.79%
F1 over the previously reported results. On the
same dataset, we replicate the framework for
classifying the persuadee’s response.

1 Introduction

With the advancement of artificial intelligence,
there has been a tremendous rise in its usage in
the daily lives of people. Birth of conversational
agents has made life a lot easier for organizations
looking to achieve certain tasks. These agents, like
as mentioned in (Luger and Sellen, 2016; Bick-
more et al., 2016; Graesser et al., 2014), are goal-
oriented, i.e., they try to engage users in mean-
ingful conversations and thereby aim to achieve
their tasks. At times, they require different strate-
gies of persuasion in order to mould people into
their way of thinking, thereby changing their spe-
cific attitude or behaviour (Shi et al., 2020). Wang
et al. (2019) proposed the foundation on building
an automatic personalized persuasive dialogue sys-
tem. They created the PERSUASION-FOR-GOOD
dataset, which is composed of conversations be-
tween crowdworkers trying to convince each other
to make donations to a charity. They annotated
the utterances with persuasive strategy labels and

proposed a baseline method for persuasive strategy
classification.

Until recently, the dominant prototype in ap-
proaching any natural language processing tasks
has been to focus on designing neural network ar-
chitectures, using task specific data and word em-
beddings such as GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014).
The NLP community is witnessing a paradigm shift
towards pre-trained deep language representation
model which achieves the SOTA in question an-
swering, sentiment analysis and other NLP tasks.
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Trans-
formers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018) represents
one of the latest developments in this field. It sur-
passes its predecessors, ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)
and GPT (Radford et al.) by a significant margin on
numerous NLP tasks. There is not much literature
on exploring BERT for tasks related to persuasive
dialogues.

In this work, we introduce a BERT-based ap-
proach to automatically classify the persuasion
strategy employed by an utterance in a dialog. We
also use the same approach to classify the type
of the response of the persuadee’s utterance. We
base our work on the PERSUASION-FOR-GOOD
dataset. Since the amount of annotated dialogues in
this dataset are very less, we experiment to evaluate
the efficacy of pretrained BERT in achieving better
performance for the said task. The main contribu-
tion of this work is : 1. Creating a BERT-based
hierarchical classification setup for classification
of Persuader’s strategy . 2. Creating a benchmark
setup for the Persuadee’s response classification
3. Additional analysis for the dataset introduced by
(Wang et al., 2019).

The baseline performance for strategy classifica-
tion on PERSUASION-FOR-GOOD is an F1 score
of 59.6% and 74.8% accuracy (Wang et al., 2019).
We observe that a straightforward fine-tuning of
BERT does not provide significant performance
gain: 60.60% F1 and 75.85% accuracy. Never-
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theless, non-uniformly sampling to account for
the class imbalance does improve performance to
68.1% F1 and 77.69% accuracy. We further em-
ployed a cost function which enforces a hierarchi-
cal probabilistic structure on the classes, namely
a utterance is Persuasive or Not, and if persuasive,
the strategies further belong to coarser classes of
Appeal or Inquiry. This step improves the perfor-
mance to 70.39% F1 and 79.50% accuracy, which
is an absolute improvement of 10.79 F1 over previ-
ously reported results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as: We
review the related work in Section 2. In Section
3 we conduct data analysis. In Section 4 we de-
scribe our methodology. We analyze the results
and present our observations in Section 5. Finally,
we summarize the key conclusion in Section 6.

2 Related Work

2.1 Persuasive Conversation

Several previous works have looked at detecting
persuasion in online forums and social networks.
(Yu et al., 2019) performed fine-grained analysis
of texts by detecting all fragments that contain pro-
paganda techniques as well as their type in news
articles. (Morio et al., 2019), (Tan et al., 2016)
(Hidey and McKeown, 2018) worked on persua-
sion detection on online forum by modeling ar-
gument sequence in social media. (Yang et al.,
2019) focuses on persuasive strategy detection in
semi supervised fashion for sentences of posts on a
crowd funding platform. Meanwhile, the number
of papers which have attempted mining persuasive
strategies in dialog conversations have been lim-
ited. (Keizer et al., 2017) evaluated persuasion as a
strategy for negotiating dialog agent. However, we
believe that the recent work by Wang et al. (2019)
is a first attempt to explicitly collect corpus of per-
suasive conversations. They collect a persuasive
conversation dataset(PERSUASION-FOR-GOOD)
for charity donation with persuasive strategy an-
notations. Our work in this paper is based on this
dataset. In recent years there has also been in-
terest in generating persuasive utterances and slo-
gans. (Munigala et al., 2018) generate persuasive
captions for fashion items on an e-commerce web-
site. (Li et al., 2019) generate dialogs based on the
PERSUASION-FOR-GOOD dataset. Meanwhile,
(Shi et al., 2020) have developed a retrieval based
persuasive dialog agent with the same dataset. The
scope of this work is however limited to strategy

classification.

2.2 Hierarchical Classification

There are multiple ways the literature has exploited
the hierarchical structure of the labels to improve
the performance. (Kowsari et al., 2017) uses local
models, viz. one for each node in the label hierar-
chy, where the lower level classifiers are stacked
on top of the higher level. The inference is made
using top-down strategy. There are flat approaches
(Charuvaka and Rangwala, 2015; Xu and Geng,
2019), which employ one model per leaf node.
They perform cost-sensitive classification by penal-
izing the mis-classification of negative examples as
per their distance from the training class in the hi-
erarchy. These approaches require multiple models
for classification. Hence, using these approaches
with the BERT based classification technique we
have employed would be resource intensive.

There are techniques which take label embed-
dings into consideration. For example, (Rios and
Kavuluru, 2018; Pal et al., 2020) approach of docu-
ment classification, uses variants of Graph Neural
Networks to embed the hierarchical information of
the label space and employs information retrieval
setting to match these label embeddings with the
document vectors. In our method, Multilabel Clas-
sification with Probabilistic Structure (MLPS) de-
scribed in section 4.2, we enforce the hierarchi-
cal probabilistic structure on the class predictions
rather than the label embeddings.

Some local approaches (Gopal and Yang, 2013;
Peng et al., 2018) employ regularization technique
by constraining the parameters of the parent and
child classifiers to be similar. Instead of using dis-
tinct set of parameters for the parent and the child,
Banerjee et al. (2019) introduce inductive bias by
initializing the parameters of the finer level classi-
fiers with the parameters of the coarser level clas-
sifier and further fine-tuning them on the finer cat-
egory classification. Our current baseline method
for multil-label classification (ML), as described in
section 4.2, does not take the advantage of the label
hierarchies. In future we would like to extend this
method to be on the lines of (Molino et al., 2018;
Patidar et al., 2018), which model the label depen-
dencies by using a sequential decoder to predict a
branch of the labels in the hierarchy.

3 Dataset

Wang et al. (2019) designed an online task to col-
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Binary Coarser Label Ternary Coarser Label Strategy Label
Persuasive Persuasive Appeal 1) Emotional-appeal

2) Foot-in-the-door
3) Logical-appeal
4) Personal-story
5) Credibility-appeal
6) Donation-information
7) Self-modeling

Persuasive Inquiry
8) Task-related-inquiry
9) Personal-related-inquiry
10) Source-related-inquiry

Non Persuasive Non Persuasive 11) Non-strategy

Table 1: Persuader Strategy Label Hierarchy.

Coarser Label Actual Label
Ask 1) Ask-org-info, 2) Ask-donation-procedure
Positive 3) Positive-to-inquiry, 4) Positive-reaction-to-donation, 5) Agree-donation
Negative 6) Disagree Donation, 7) Disagree Donation more, 8) Negative reaction to

donation, 9) Negative to inquiry
Neutral 10) Neutral to inquiry, 11) Neutral reaction to donation
Greeting 12) Greeting
Other 13) Other, 14) Off-task, 15) Acknowledgement, 16) closing, 17) you-are-

welcome, 18) thank
Task-related-inquiry 19) Provide donation amount, 20) confirm donation, 21) task-related-

inquiry
Personal-related-inquiry 22) Ask persuader donation intention, 23) personal-related-inquiry

Table 2: Persuadee Response Label Hierarchy.

lect the persuasive dialog data. The main objective
of the task was to persuade the other person to
donate some amount for the charity Save the Chil-
dren1. This task was performed by two participants,
where one person who tries to persuade the other
person for donation is termed as the persuader and
the other person who donates is referred to as the
persuadee. The persuader was instructed to use
different types of strategies for persuading the per-
suadee. After the dialogue is over, both persuader
and persuadee can choose to donate amount for
charity. The chosen amount gets deducted from
their task payment on Mturk.

This data collection process involved 1285 par-
ticipants acting as either persuader or persuadee.
After collecting the data, the authors annotated 300
dialogues out of 1017 with labels of persuasive
strategy for each of the persuader’s utterances in
a dialogue. The annotated dataset consists of 10
persuasive strategies and one non-strategy class

1https://www.savethechildren.org/

corresponding to persuader’s utterances. The per-
suasive strategies listed in Table 1 were broadly
categorized as persuasive appeal and persuasive
inquiry. Each response of a persuadee was also
annotated into one of the 23 different classes listed
in Table 2.

The 300 dialogues annotated in Wang et al.
(2019) are used to setup a persuasion strategy clas-
sification task. Each sample consists of the current
persuader utterance and prior persuadee utterance
which is considered as context. The sample has
been labeled with one of the 11 strategy classes.
We use these labels to associate coarser labels with
each samples in accordance to Table 1. For e.g,

Context : That’s so important. How do you raise
donations?

Input : Do you currently donate to your charity?

Strategy label : Task-related inquiry

Coarser labels : Persuasive, Persuasive Inquiry

Wang et al. (2019) have provided a 5-fold data-split

https://www.savethechildren.org/
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such that the training set contains 3450 utterances
and the validation set contains 863 utterances. The
results presented in this paper, unless specified oth-
erwise are based on these exact data splits.

We also address another task of Persuadee’s re-
sponse classification. We have created 5-fold splits
from 300 annotated dialogues for persuadee re-
sponse classification task in the manner similar as
for Persuader’s strategy classification. This con-
tains 3877 samples in the training set and 970 sam-
ples in the validation set. Following is an example
for such a task:

Context : Would $2.00 be too much to ask?

Input : No, I can do it.

Response type : Agree-donation

Coarser Label : Positive

3.1 Dataset Analysis

3.1.1 Dialog Independence
Wang et al. (2019) conducted a survey to categorize
the personalities of the crowd workers, and did not
notice a significant correlation with the choice of
strategy. Nevertheless, if a human participates in
several conversations then one could learn identity
specific preferences for language usage and dialog
strategy. We found out that 524 participants acted
as only persuader, 584 acted as only persuadee and
177 participants acted as both. Figure 1 shows the
count of conversation a participant participated in
based on the acted role. This depicts that there
are few participants which took part in more than
one conversation. Hence, even though we believe
that the modeling of identities can help personalize
persuasion understanding, in this work, we do not
take identities as input to our models, and train a
single model which works only on utterances.

Figure 1: User role wise conversation participation
count.

3.1.2 Interdependence of Responses
We also investigated for dependency among labels
for both persuader and persuadee as well as current
utterance and prior utterance labels individually
for persuader and persuadee. We merged the per-
suadee class labels together to form 8 coarser class
labels in the similar fashion as it was done for per-
suader strategies. Table 2 depicts the coarser label
and the corresponding actual labels. We found out
the sample mutual information by considering 8
persuadee class labels and 11 persuader strategy la-
bels. The mutual information between persuader’s
current and prior utterance label is 0.1091 which
indicates that persuader’s current strategy is not in-
fluenced by prior strategy. The mutual information
between persuadee’s current and prior utterance la-
bel is 0.1222 which indicates that persuadee’s cur-
rent utterance response is not influenced by prior
response. The mutual information between the per-
suader’s current utterance label and persuadee’s
prior utterance label is 0.1452 which also indicates
that persuader’s strategy is not highly influenced
by persuadee’s response. These observations are
reflected in our results section, where we did not
observe significant advantages by including dialog
history for classifying a particular utterance.

3.1.3 Truthfulness of Dialogues
We found that out of 643 persuadees participating
in single conversation; only 355 donated and 288
did not donate. Further, out of the remaining 118
persuadees participating in more than one conver-
sation; 41 donated in each of the conversation, 46
did not donate at all and rest donated in some of the
conversations. Similar analysis was done for per-
suader’s role as persuader can also agree to donate
in conversation in order to persuade persuadee. We
have found that out of 575 persuaders participating
in single conversation; only 242 donated and 333
did not donate. Further, out of the remaining 126
persuaders participating in more than one conver-
sation; only 39 donated in each of the conversation
and 66 did not donate at all and rest donated in
some of the conversations. In a dataset such as
this, a particular conversation should ideally be
considered persuasive in nature if and only if the
persuadee donated amount for charity because of
participating in the dialogue with persuader. Such
causal analysis may prove particularly challenging
as based on manual inspection of the data we noted
that few workers did not make donations despite
agreeing to do so in the conversation.
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4 Methodology

4.1 BERT
The model architecture of BERT is a multilayer
bidirectional Transformer encoder based on the
original Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017).
The input representation of the BERT can distinctly
represent a pair of sentences as a sequence of to-
kens. For each token, its input representation is
constructed by summing the wordpiece embedding
(Wu et al., 2016), segment and the position em-
beddings. Segment embeddings help to distinguish
one sentence from the other in the pair. A special
classification [CLS] token is inserted in the begin-
ning of the sequence. A separator [SEP] token is
inserted at the end of each sentence in the pair. Fi-
nally, the final hidden state representation of the
[CLS] token of each sequence can be used for the
sentence classification tasks.

4.2 Multilabel Classification with
Probabilistic Structure

Figure 2: MLPS approach.

In persuader strategy classification task, input to
BERT consists of the prior persuadee utterance as
context and the current persuader’s utterance. As
shown in Figure 2 we use the final hidden state
representation corresponding to the special [CLS]
token as the aggregate representation of the input
and pass it to a linear layer with softmax as its acti-
vation function. Finally, the posterior probability of
each strategy is estimated by the softmax function
P = softmax(WZT ) where W is the weight matrix,

W ∈ Rd×k where k is the total number of strate-
gies, d is the dimension of the [CLS] representation
and Z is the representation of the final hidden state
of the [CLS] token.

Softmax output is a k-dimensional vector, from
which we choose the strategy corresponding to the
highest value as our desired output. The first ten
elements of this vector correspond to the persua-
sion strategies while the eleventh is the estimate
for the probability that the utterance does not con-
tain any persuasion. Furthermore, the first seven
elements correspond to persuasive appeals. The
posterior probabilities for the coarser labels can
thus be estimated as:

P (Appeal) = Σk=1:7P k (1)

P (Inquiry) = Σk=8:10P k (2)

P (Persuasive) = Σk=1:10P k (3)

During inference, at each label granularity, the la-
bel with largest estimate for the posterior proba-
bility is chosen. We highlight that one can train
only on the 11 fine granular strategy classes, and
yet conduct inference for all the coarser labels. We
consider three label sets for training (a) λ(11, , )

where only the 11 fine-granular strategy labels are
used for training (b) λ(11, ,2) where we additionally
use the coarser binary label persuasive or not (c)
and finally λ(11,3,2) where we further utilize the
ternary labels (appeal, inquiry or non-persuasive)
for training. The total loss is a weighted sum of
the cross-entropy loss over labels at each granular-
ity. Without loss of generality we enforce that the
weights sum to one, and perform a grid search to
identify the best performing weight combinations
for above approaches (b) and (c). We restrict our
search to the part of the grid where the weight for
the binary classification is the highest. The intu-
ition behind this is that if the network, once learns
to correctly predict binary label as it is at coarser
level, would further improve the multi-class fine
granular prediction. In the remainder of the paper
we refer to approaches (b) and (c) as multilabel
classification with probabilistic structure (MLPS).
A similar approach has been adopted for classifi-
cation of Persuadee responses, and the output of
softmax for 23 classes is binned together in ac-
cordance to Table 2. We consider an additional
approach as shown in Figure 3 to create a base-
line for multilabel classification, to understand the
utility of specifically including hierarchy or label
interdependency. In this baseline the output of the
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[CLS] pin is given to label specific linear layers
with dimension equal to number of classes associ-
ated with the label. In the remainder we refer to
this approach as multilabel classification (ML).

Figure 3: ML approach.

4.3 Turn Embedding

Figure 4: Architecture of Bert FT + Context + Turn

Wang et al. (2019) have shown that the distribu-
tion of employed strategies changes with the turn
in a dialogue. We consider an ablation where we
explore the utility of the turn side-information as
an additional input to the persuader strategy clas-
sifier model. We consider a simple model where

the 1-hot encoding for the turn is given to a hidden
layer, which is concatenated to the [CLS] output of
the final layer, before being fed to the linear layer
before softmax. Turn embeddings did not prove
beneficial when used in such a fashion, hence we
did not consider them for multilabel classification.
However, in future, it may be worth considering
other approaches for embedding the turn informa-
tion. Figure 4 refers to the approach which uses
turn embedding.

5 Results and Analysis

5.1 Training Details

We use the pre-trained uncased BERT-base2 model
for fine-tuning. It consists of 12 Transformer
blocks, its hidden layer size is 768, the number
of self-attention heads present is 12, and the total
number of parameters for the pretrained model is
110M. When fine-tuning, we keep the dropout rate
to be 0.5, batch size to be 32 and the learning rate
to be 2e -5. w1, w2 and w3 are the weights of the
loss functions, chosen in such a manner that they
sum to 1. To tackle class imbalance, we have used
Weighted Random Sampling (Efraimidis and Spi-
rakis, 2008). We assign weights to the sampler such
that each target label is assigned a weight equal to
the reciprocal of the number of instances in the
training set belonging to that target label. We have
used Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019) library while cod-
ing in python. Sequences of context and utterance
having length greater than the maximum sequence
length are truncated till 128. Shorter sequences are
padded till the maximum sequence length. We use
Early stopping in order to prevent over-fitting.

Our grid search revealed that: For persuader
strategy classifier (a) for MLPS approach with train-
ing labels (11, ,2) best w1 and w2 are 0.4 and 0.6 re-
spectively (b) for ML approach with training labels
(11, ,2), w1 and w2 are 0.5 and 0.5 respectively (c)
For MLPS approach with training labels (11,3,2),
best result is found when w1, w2 and w3 are 0.1,
0.3 and 0.6 respectively. (d) Similarly for ML ap-
proach with training labels (11,3,2), best result is
obtained when w1, w2 and w3 take the values 0.3,
0.3 and 0.4 respectively. For persuadee response
classification (a) For MLPS approach, with training
labels (23,8, ), best result is obtained when w1 and
w2 are 0.1 and 0.9 respectively. (b) When w1 and

2https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_
models/2018_10_18/uncased_L-12_H-768_
A-12.zip

https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_models/2018_10_18/uncased_L-12_H-768_A-12.zip
https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_models/2018_10_18/uncased_L-12_H-768_A-12.zip
https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_models/2018_10_18/uncased_L-12_H-768_A-12.zip
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Persuader’s Strategy Classifier

Method # Training
Labels Acc-11 F1-11 Acc-3 F1-3 Acc-2 F1-2

Hybrid RCNN (Wang et al., 2019) 74.8% 59.6%
Bert FT 11, , 74.65% 66.36% 89.36% 88.13% 89.59% 88.69%

Bert FT + Context 11, , 77.69% 68.1% 89.48% 88.78% 90.46% 89.94%
Bert FT + Context + ML 11, ,2 77.82% 68.69% 89.39% 88.5% 89.88% 89.23%
Bert FT + Context + ML 11,3,2 78.41% 69.30% 89.81% 88.71% 91.11% 90.6%

Bert FT + Context + MLPS 11, ,2 78.61% 68.99% 90.11% 89.11% 91.13% 90.73%
Bert FT + Context + MLPS 11,3,2 79.50% 70.39% 90.59% 90.07% 91.49% 91.08%

Persuadee’s Response Classifier

Method # Training
Labels Acc-23 F1-23 Acc-8 F1-8

Bert FT + Context 23, , 57.66% 46.05% 68.00% 59.48%
Bert FT + Context + ML 23,8, 56.60% 47.08% 68.71% 62.44%

Bert FT + Context + MLPS 23,8, 61.80% 54.18% 71.5% 66.63%

Table 3: Persuader Strategy Classification and Persuadee Response Classification Results (Acc-N: Accuracy for N
classes, F1-N: F1 Score for N classes).

w2 both take the value of 0.5, we get the best result
with ML approach.

5.2 Ablation Study

Experiments Acc F1
Without sampler 75.85% 60.60%

With sampler 77.69% 68.1%
Only Utterance
and no Context

74.65% 66.36%

Without Turn 76.03% 67.23%
With Turn 75.51% 67.64%

Persuasive/Non-persuasive
classification with

Utterance and History
88.63% 88.20%

Table 4: Results of ablation experiments for BERT base-
line for single label.

We have conducted various ablation studies with
the baseline Bert based classifier for persuader strat-
egy classification. Table 4 shows the results of this
study. We have trained model with and without
weighted random sampler. As the dataset is highly
imbalanced, we observed that non-uniform sam-
pling improves F1-score significantly. Thus, all
the experiments reported in Table 3 are with sam-
pling using (Efraimidis and Spirakis, 2008). We
have also seen the importance of context alongside
the current utterance as input. There has been an
improvement of 3.04% in accuracy and 1.74% in
the F1-score. We have also incorporated turn in-
formation as shown in Figure 4 and observed no

significant improvement. Finally, we trained the
model only for binary classes and observed that the
result improves when trained jointly with multil-
abel as reported in Table 3.

5.3 Multilabel Strategy classification
Table 3 presents the results for our experiments
on multilabel classification. We observe that with
non-uniform class sampling the baseline training
for BERT on the 11 persuasion strategy classes,
provides a performance of 66.36% F1. This is
an improvement of 6.76% over the previously re-
ported result. We also observe that even if label
inter-dependencies are used only at inference time
for the coarser labels, one can still get a perfor-
mance comparable to directly training just for that
label. The performance of both multiobjective ap-
proaches, ML and MLPS, was observed to be better
than the BERT baseline approach. Thus including
additional structure during training helps perfor-
mance for all labels. We further observe that MLPS
provides a performance better than ML demonstrat-
ing the utility of including probabilistic structure
in the cost function. The best performance for clas-
sification on 11 persuasion strategies was observed
to be 70.39% F1, with MLPS and labels (11,3,2).
This is an improvement of 10.79% over the previ-
ously reported result, of 4.03% F1 over the BERT
baseline and of 1.09% over the multilabel baseline.

As illustrated in Table 5, we calculated the class-
wise F1-scores for persuader strategy classification
with the baseline BERT-FT model, as well as ML
and MLPS with λ(11,3,2) label set. We made the
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Class Label BERT-
FT

ML
(11,3,2)

MLPS
(11,3,2)

Personal story 27.58% 43.25% 40.99%
Logical-appeal 46.47% 58.31% 58.89%
Task. inquiry 51.35% 54.99% 51.57%
Self-modeling 56.17% 74.01% 70.03%
Personal. inquiry 65.51% 67.31% 70.53%
Foot-in-the-door 68.75% 68.6% 67.44%
Emotional-appeal 74.13% 76.38% 73.89%
Donation info. 76.43% 78.47% 77.74%
Credibility-appeal 81.67% 83.61% 85.2%
Non-strategy 86.81% 85.76% 88.31%
Source. inquiry 87.09% 86.32% 90.68%

Table 5: F1 score for each of the class label in Per-
suader’s strategy classification

following observations: (i) % change in F1-score
over the baseline is positive for most of the classes
for both MLPS and ML indicating both the meth-
ods provide a performance gain across classes (ii)
the % gain in F1-score for MLPS is more evenly
distributed across all the classes as compared to
the gain for ML, and (iii) the classes with lower
baseline F1-scores are roughly getting benefited
more in MLPS setting than the ones with higher
baseline F1-score. These observations for MLPS
are consistent with those made in (Banerjee et al.,
2019; Peng et al., 2018), which say that exploiting
the hierarchical structure benefits all fine granular
classes.

5.4 Response classification

Wang et al. (2019) have not provided any base-
line for automatic classification of Persuadee’s re-
sponses. We observe that the use of BERT with
weighted sampling for class imbalance provides
an accuracy of 57.66 % and F1 score of 46.05%
over the 23 response classes. MLPS provides an
improvement of 4.14 % in accuracy and 8.13 %
in F1. MLPS also improves over the bases for
the 8 coarser classes. The improvement in accu-
racy is 3.5 % and 7.15 % in F1. ML provides an
improvement of 1.03% in F1 while the accuracy
has slightly decreased for 23 classes. However
for the coarser classes, accuracy has increased by
0.71% and F1 has improved by 2.96%. On the sim-
ilar lines of persuader strategy classification, we
calculated the class-wise F1-scores for persuadee
response classification. We observed that the %
gain in the F1-score is more evenly distributed (i.e.

lower standard deviation) across all the labels for
MLPS when compared to ML.

5.5 Comparative Analysis with Examples

There have been several instances where one ap-
proach outperforms another approach as shown in
Table 5. This section provides some of the ex-
amples, in Persuader’s strategy classification task,
which highlight the performance of both the ap-
proaches for a given input.

Scenario where MLPS works better than ML

1. Context : < Start >
Input : How much money do you spend daily
on extras like a coffee or treat?
Ground Truth : personal-related-inquiry
MLPS : personal-related-inquiry
ML : task-related-inquiry

2. Context : .60 still sounds good to me. Lets
leave it at that.
Input : I also want to assure you that Save
the Children Makes huge impact on childrens
lives internationally. They are extremely
professional and your donation will go to a
trustable fund.
Ground Truth : credibility-appeal
MLPS : credibility-appeal
ML : logical-appeal

3. Context : I wish there was a long-term
solution to these problems.
Input : We all do, but for now, there are
children in need and this organization does
amazing work.
Ground Truth : logical-appeal
MLPS : logical-appeal
ML : credibility-appeal

4. Context : Hi! Doing good. How are you?
Input : I was wondering if I could talk to you
about donating to Save the Children today?
Ground Truth : source-related-inquiry
MLPS : source-related-inquiry
ML : task-related-inquiry

5. Context : I could donate 10 cents. I wish I
could more but I am trying to pay my bills
with what I make here.
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Input : The children will thank you, do you
think you can do a little more?
Ground Truth : non-strategy
MLPS : non-strategy
ML : task-related-inquiry

Scenario where ML works better than MLPS

1. Context : We sponsor a child in El Salvador,
we have been going it a number of years.
Input : I donate money to save the children.
Ground Truth : personal-story
MLPS : self-modeling
ML : personal-story

2. Context : I spend about 5 dollars a day, you?
Input : Do you think that amount of money
would make a difference in a needy child’s
life?
Ground Truth : task-related-inquiry
MLPS : personal-related-inquiry
ML : task-related-inquiry

3. Context : I will donate 10 cents of my 30 cent
payment. You should type the same thing and
if perhaps if you know anything about the
charity, share it?
Input : This is a great charity and I will match
you .10 cent payment.
Ground Truth : self-modeling
MLPS : non-strategy
ML : self-modeling

4. Context : I’ll donate but not that much
Input : That’s fine any amount helps.
Ground Truth : foot-in-the-door
MLPS : logical-appeal
ML : foot-in-the-door

6 Conclusion

We summarize the conclusions of our work as: Pre-
trained languages models like BERT may prove
useful for natural language understanding of per-
suasion strategies even when data is scarce and
imbalanced. Multilabel training which enforces a
structure on the persuasion strategy class labels can
help improve performance. A cost function based
only on probabilistic structure was observed to pro-
vide the best performance. Probabilistic structure,

even when used only during inference time, can
provide competitive performance for coarser labels,
which were not included in training. The perfor-
mance gains due to MLPS were even more signif-
icant for classification of Persuadee’s responses.
MLPS offers more evenly distributed benefit for all
the classes as compared to ML which can be more
biased towards certain classes.
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